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The effect of geometrical parameters involved in vortex extrusion (VE) die design, on AA1050 

aluminium alloy processed by VE were investigated using finite element analysis (FEA) and 

response surface methodology (RSM). For this, VE die length (L), reduction in area (RA), twist 

angle (𝜑), and position of control points in Beziers' formulation (C1) were considered as input 

parameters and strain inhomogeneity was considered as a response. Both standard deviation 

(S.D) and inhomogeneity index (Ci) were used to quantify the strain inhomogeneity from FEA 

results. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the significant parameters and 

to mathematically model the strain inhomogeneity. It was concluded that standard deviation 

(S.D) is not a good choice for examining the strain inhomogeneity distribution in VE 

technique. ANOVA results showed that 𝜑, RA, and interaction between 𝜑 and RA are the most 

significant parameters affecting the strain inhomogeneity.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Over the last decades, ultrafine grained materials 

(UFG), with grain size less than 1 µm, have been used 

extensively due to their unique combination of high 

strength and ductility which is obtained by imposing a 

high amount of plastic strain on the bulk material 

through using severe plastic deformation (SPD) 

techniques [1-3]. Among SPD techniques some are 

torsion based, including: high pressure torsion (HPT) 

[4], twist extrusion (TE) [5, 6], off-axis twist extrusion 

[7], vortex extrusion (VE) [8], and rectangular vortex 

extrusion (RVE) [9]. Vortex extrusion is a promising 

SPD technique that benefits from a specially designed 

die (Fig. 1) which is composed of three different zones 

namely; zone I (first transition zone), zone II (twist 

zone), and zone III (second transition zone). As shown 

in Fig. 1, material is twisted through passing the 

converging die, that simultaneous twist and reduction in 

area in a single die introduces the additional deformation 
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mechanism in VE process compared to conventional 

extrusion (CE) process [10]. However, the amount and 

distribution of effective strain resulted from this 

additional deformation mode are caused due to designed 

indents inside of the VE die and are affected by the 

geometrical parameters of VE dies. A streamline 

approach based on Beziers' formulation was used to 

mathematically model the materials flow in the VE die 

[11]. The proposed model was used to VE die design, 

finite element analysis (FEA) and developing the power 

losses terms in upper-bound analysis to investigate the 

effective strain distribution and load of VE process [11, 

12]. Effects of geometrical parameters including; length 

of the twist zone (L), twist angle (𝜑), position of control 

points in Beziers' formulation (C1 and C2 that; 0 ≤ C1 ≪

1 and C1+C2=1), and reduction in area (RA) were 

investigated in different frictional conditions (constant 

friction factor m=0 and m=0.1) using response surface 

methodology (RSM) and FEA. Results were used to 
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mathematically model the efficient twist of the material 

and the process load and it was shown that, there is a 

good agreement between the results from FEA with 

those predicted from developed mathematical models 

[13]. Strain inhomogeneity and process load of severely 

deformed AL-Mg-Si alloy by VE process were 

investigated using RSM and FEA. Twist angle (𝜑), 

reduction in area (RA), and interaction of twist angle and 

reduction in area (𝜑 × 𝑅𝐴) were determined as the most 

effective parameters affecting strain inhomogeneity, 

while the processing parameters of 𝜑, RA, and the 

interactions of 𝜑 × 𝑅𝐴 , 𝜑 × 𝜑 and 𝑅𝐴 × 𝑅𝐴 are the 

most effective parameters on the load of VE process 

[14]. 

In this study the effect of the geometrical parameters 

of VE die (Table 1), as input parameters, on the strain 

inhomogeneity of severely deformed Al1050 aluminium 

alloy, as a response, was investigated using FEA and 

RSM. For this, VE dies were designed for RSM 

proposed runs (Table 2) and then were considered for 

FEA. The strain inhomogeneity of individual runs was 

calculated from FEA results using; inhomogeneity index 

(Ci) and standard deviation (S.D), Eqs. 1 and 2, 

respectively, as follows: 

𝐶𝑖 =
𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜀𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝜀𝑎𝑣𝑔

 
(1) 

S.D=√∑ (𝜀𝑖−𝜀𝑎𝑣𝑔)
2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
 (2) 

where; 𝜀𝑖, 𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝜀𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝜀𝑎𝑣𝑔 are the through radius of 

product, maximum, minimum and average effective 

strain, respectively, and 𝑛 is the number of measured 

effective strain through radius of product. 

Finally, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for 

RSM results for the purpose of mathematically 

modelling the effective strain inhomogeneity. 
 

2. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) 
 

In this study, RSM central composite design (CCD) 

was used to plan the experiments based on four input 

parameters in five levels (Table 1) using design expert 

V.11 software [15]. A total of 30 experimental 

conditions (24 separate experiments with 6 repetitions of 

the central point) were planned for frictional condition 

of m=0.1 (µ=0.047 [16]) as shown in Table 2. The 

multiple regression model was used to develop 

mathematical equation for responses. Analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate the accuracy of 

mathematical model and detecting the significant terms 

by evaluating with p-value lower than 0.05. The lack-of-

fit higher than 0.1 was considered for insignificant 

parameters. It should be noted that A, B, C and D in 

Tables 1-3 were used for simplicity and ease of 

indicating interactions of input factors by design expert 

software. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic dies assembly for FEA (right) and half 

section of VE die (left). 

 
Table 1. Processing parameters and their levels 

A: Twist angle (𝜑) 0.00 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 

B: Reduction in area (RA) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

C: Length of twist zone(L) 5.0 7.5 10 12.5 15 

D: Control points position 

in Beziers' curve(C1) 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

 

3. Finite Element Simulation 
 

Simulations were carried out using commercial 

Deform-3D V.11 [17] software for all RSM planned 

experiments. The mathematical model based on Beziers' 

formulation for material flow in VE method (Eq. (3)) 

[11] was used to design VE die for each of the 30 

planned experiments. VE die, punch and container were 

assumed to be rigid bodies and the stress-strain relation 

𝜎 = 𝜎0 + 𝜎1 [1 − exp(
−𝜀𝑛

𝜀𝑐
)] of an aluminium alloy with 

numerical constants reported in [18] was used for the 

deformable AA1050 sample. The work-piece was 

assumed to be plastic having cylindrical shape with 20 

mm diameter and 40 mm height and was meshed with 

tetrahedral element with a total number of 55000 based 

on the mesh convergence criterion. Automatic 

remeshing was considered to accommodate large 

deformation in the analyses. The punch, was considered 

as a rigid cylinder with a 20 mm diameter and 2 mm 
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height that extruded the work-piece with a ram speed of 

0.2 mm/s. The value of 0.1 was selected as a constant 

friction factor for all simulations. All analyses were 

performed at room temperature. 
 

γ⃑ = γ(t)⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  ⃑ = (1 − t)3r0⃑⃑  ⃑ + 3t(1 − t)2r1⃑⃑  ⃑ + 3t2(1 − t)r2⃑⃑  ⃑ + t3r3⃑⃑  ⃑  (3) 
 

where; γ⃑  is the vector equation of the streamline with r0⃑⃑  ⃑, 

r1⃑⃑  ⃑, r2⃑⃑  ⃑, and r3⃑⃑  ⃑ as the position vectors of four control 

points [11].  

 

Table 2. Experimental design matrix and response values of 

processed AA1050 for m=0.1 
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1 67.5 0.3 12.5 0.2 0.53 3.13 

2 45.0 0.5 10.0 0.5 0.39 0.95 

3 67.5 0.3 12.5 0.4 0.45 2.03 

4 22.5 0.7 7.5 0.2 0.45 0.80 

5 67.5 0.7 7.5 0.2 0.60 0.98 

6 67.5 0.3 7.5 0.4 0.60 2.50 

7 67.5 0.7 12.5 0.2 0.28 0.67 

8 90.0 0.5 10.0 0.3 0.67 1.90 

9 45.0 0.5 5.0 0.3 0.69 1.57 

10 45.0 0.5 10.0 0.3 0.46 1.24 

11 0.0 0.5 10.0 0.3 0.19 0.76 

12 67.5 0.3 7.5 0.2 0.56 2.51 

13 22.5 0.7 12.5 0.4 0.36 0.69 

14 45.0 0.5 10.0 0.3 0.46 1.24 

15 45.0 0.5 15.0 0.3 0.32 0.87 

16 22.5 0.3 12.5 0.4 0.28 1.08 

17 45.0 0.5 10.0 0.3 0.46 1.24 

18 45.0 0.9 10.0 0.3 0.21 0.16 

19 22.5 0.3 7.5 0.2 0.31 1.30 

20 22.5 0.7 7.5 0.4 0.47 0.66 

21 45.0 0.5 10.0 0.1 0.39 1.02 

22 22.5 0.7 12.5 0.2 0.31 0.55 

23 45.0 0.5 10.0 0.3 0.46 1.24 

24 45.0 0.1 10.0 0.3 0.36 3.47 

25 22.5 0.3 12.5 0.2 0.28 1.10 

26 45.0 0.5 10.0 0.3 0.46 1.24 

27 67.5 0.7 7.5 0.4 0.56 0.86 

28 22.5 0.3 7.5 0.4 0.34 1.25 

29 45.0 0.5 10.0 0.3 0.46 1.24 

30 67.5 0.7 12.5 0.4 0.40 0.67 
 

4. Results and Discussion 
 

Table 3 shows the analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

results. In table 3, F value indicates whether the variance 

between the means of two populations is significantly 

different or not, that, the larger the F value, the greater 

the relative variance among the group means. The p 

value, the probability that a result happened by chance, 

is compared to a predetermined significance level, which 

is 0.05 (by default). If the p value of individual factor is 

less than 0.05, the factor is considered to be significant 

[19]. The results of table 3 show that the model is 

significant. Also, it is shown that the process parameters 

of the twist angle (𝜑 denoted by A), reduction in area 

(RA denoted by B) and interaction of twist angle and 

reduction in area (𝜑 × 𝑅𝐴 denoted by AB) are 

significant parameters affecting the inhomogeneity 

index (Ci) as well as the length of the twist zone (L 

denoted by C) which is not considered as an effective 

parameter in this case. On the other hand, the ANOVA 

results for S.D show that the process parameters of 𝜑, L, 

interaction between 𝜑 and 𝑅𝐴, interaction between RA 

and L (𝑅𝐴 × 𝐿 denoted by BC) and interaction of 𝑅𝐴 

with 𝑅𝐴 (𝑅𝐴 × 𝑅𝐴 denoted by B2), are the most 

significant parameters. Figure 2 represents the effect of 

reduction in area (RA), twist zone length and twist angle 

on the maximum, average, and minimum effective 

strains. It can be seen that, increasing the reduction in 

area from 0.3 to 0.7 leads to an increase in effective 

strain values (maximum, average and minimum), 

however these values are almost similar in different twist 

zone lengths. Results are in good agreement with those 

published in Ref. [13].  So, it can be claimed that the 

influence of reduction in area (RA) is greater than the 

length of the twist zone (L) on strain distribution. Also, 

ccomparison of the maximum and minimum effective 

strain difference ratio for different RA 

(
(𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝜀𝑚𝑖𝑛)|𝑅𝐴=0.7

(𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝜀𝑚𝑖𝑛)|𝑅𝐴=0.3
) in conventional extrusion (CE) and 

VE shows that, its value for VE is lower than that for CE 

(Fig. 2), which is due to the torsional deformation mode 

and velocity differences between material elements at 

the surface and the centre of VE processed sample and 

its effect on minimum effective strain at the centre of 

ample [10]. For these reasons, inhomogeneity index (Ci) 

can model strain inhomogeneity better than standard 

deviation (S.D). The mathematical relationship between 

input factors and inhomogeneity index (Ci) is presented 

in the form of multiple regression equations for frictional 

condition of m=0.1 according to Eq. 4 as depicted below: 
 

𝑺𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒏𝒉𝒐𝒎𝒐𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒊𝒕𝒚(𝑪𝒊) = +0.655874 + 0.056622 × 𝜑 −

0.562077 × 𝑅𝐴 + 0.029297 × 𝐿 + 0.789718 × 𝐶1 − 0.068634 ×

𝜑 × 𝑅𝐴 + 0.000256 × 𝜑 × 𝐿 − 0.032312 × 𝜑 × 𝐶1 − 0.062212 ×

𝑅𝐴 × 𝐿 + 3.37780 × 𝑅𝐴 × 𝐶1 − 0.161706 × 𝐿 × 𝐶1                   (4) 
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Table 3. ANOVA results for the processed AA1050 by VE 
to identify significant factors in strain inhomogeneity 

 m=0.1 

Source 

Strain 

inhomogeneity(Ci) 

Standard Deviation 

(S.D.) 

F-value p-value F-value p-value 

Model 17.26 < 0.0001 11.23 < 0.0001 

A: (φ) 44.12 < 0.0001 70.06 < 0.0001 

B: (RA) 117.09 < 0.0001 0.76 0.3978 

C: (L) 2.01 0.1727 47.13 < 0.0001 

D: (C1) 1.46 0.2417 0.40 0.5389 

AB: (φ × RA) 17.52 0.0005 9.85 0.0068 

AC:(φ × L) 0.04 0.8476 2.23 0.1561 

AD: (φ × C1) 0.97 0.3368 0.07 0.7970 

BC: (RA× L) 0.18 0.6781 4.91 0.0426 

BD: (RA×C1) 0.84 0.3713 0.53 0.4789 

CD: (L× C1) 0.30 0.5901 0.08 0.7818 

A²: (φ × φ) ------- -------- 0.12 0.7393 

B²: ( RA×RA) ------- -------- 15.87 0.0012 

C²: (L×L) ------- -------- 2.02 0.1753 

D²: (C1× C1) ------- -------- 2.14 0.1637 

 
Fig. 2. Effect of twist angle, twist zone length and reduction in 

area on the maximum, average, and minimum effective strain 

in VE process with C1=0.4 and (a) 𝜑 = 0, RA=0.3, (b)𝜑 = 0, 

RA=0.7, (c)𝜑 =22.5°, RA=0.3, (d)𝜑 =22.5°, RA=0.7, 

(e)𝜑 =67.5°, RA=0.3, and (f)𝜑 =67.5°, RA=0.7. 

 

Figure 3 shows the effect of twist angle (𝜑), 

reduction in area (RA), length of twist zone (L) and 

position of control points in Beziers' formulation (C1) as 

input factors and their interactions on strain 

inhomogeneity index (Ci). Comparison the curvature of 

surface plots of Fig. 3 shows that there is an interaction 

between twist angle and reduction in area which is in 

good agreement with ANOVA results. As shown in Fig. 

3(a) increasing the twist angle increases the effective 

strain inhomogeneity. However, the effect of increasing 

RA on Ci depends on the twist angle. That is because of 

vortex like flow of material in VE, which arises from 

synergetic effect of simultaneous reduction in area and 

twist angle [10, 20]. Vortex like flow and the suggested 

mathematical model for materials flow in VE by Beziers' 

formulation makes; (i) the surface elements twisted more 

than the central elements, and (ii) the materials element 

at the surface pass the longer distance than those at the 

center of sample. All these, cause velocity differences 

between the material elements at the surface and the 

center of processed sample by VE in comparison to what 

is seen in the CE technique [10]. So, increasing the twist 

angle at higher reduction in area will increase the 𝜀�̅�𝑖𝑛 

(compare Figs. 2(b), 2(d) and 2(f)), which will decrease 

the effective strain inhomogeneity (Ci) (Fig. 3(a)). 

Figure 3(b) shows that the effect of twist angle on the Ci 

is similar in all twist zone length that shows no 

interaction between L and 𝜑 and confirms the ANOVA 

results. Considering Figs. 3(c)-3(f) show no interaction 

between C1 and 𝜑, L and RA, C1 and RA, and C1 and L, 

respectively which are in good agreement with results 

obtained from ANOVA. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Surface plots of effect of input parameters on the 

strain inhomogeneity (Ci) in VE for m=0.1. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

In this study 30 runs for VE dies with different twist 

angle (𝜑 ), reduction in area (RA), length of twist zone 

(L) and position of control points in Beziers' formulation 

(C1), were designed and analyzed by response surface 

methodology (RSM). Finite element analysis was done 

for individual runs and strain inhomogeneity, finally 

calculated results were considered for analysis of 

variance (ANOVA). The influences of geometrical 

factors involved in VE die design on strain 

inhomogeneity were analyzed via two parameters 

namely, inhomogeneity index (Ci) and standard 

deviation (S.D). The following conclusions can be 

drawn: 

 Results of ANOVA showed that the mathematical 

model proposed by RSM is significant and the process 

parameters of twist angle (𝜑), reduction in area (RA) and 

interaction of twist angle and reduction in area (𝜑 × 𝑅𝐴) 

have deeper impacts on inhomogeneity index (Ci) while 

others are less significant in this regard. 

 Considering that the decreasing of reduction in 

area (RA) causes higher strain heterogeneity, standard 

deviation (S.D) is not a suitable candidate to quantify the 

strain inhomogeneity. On the other hand, standard 

deviation (S.D) shows that the length of the twist zone 

(L) is a significant factor on strain inhomogeneity. 

However, Comparison of the simulation results showed 

that the variation of twist length has almost no effect on 

maximum, average and minimum effective strain values. 

 For VE process of AA1050 in frictional condition 

of m=0.1, the magnitude of Ci increases by increasing 

the twist angle (𝜑) and decreasing the reduction in area 

(RA). 
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 و رویکرد سطح پاسخ آنالیز ناهمگنی کرنش در اکستروژن گردابی با استفاده از روش المان محدود

   
2و مهرداد شهباز 1، علی دنیوی1گوهر رنجبری

   

 دانشگاه ارومیه، ارومیه، ایران. انشکده فنی و مهندسی،د یک،مکان یمهندس گروه -1

 دانشگاه ارومیه، ارومیه، ایران. انشکده فنی و مهندسی،د ،وادم یمهندس گروه -2
  

  

 چکیــده  

بر  یقالب اکستروژن گرداب یمطرح در طراح یهندس یپارامترها ریثأالمان محدود و روش سطح پاسخ، ت زیحاضر با استفاده از آنال قیدر تحق

، کاهش سطح (L)منظور، طول قالب  نیا یمورد مطالعه قرار گرفت. برا یروش اکستروژن گردابه ب افتهی دیشکل شد رییتغ 1050 ومینیآلوم اژیآل

عنوان پاسخ در نظر ه کرنش ب ینو ناهمگ یورود یعنوان پارامترهاه ، ب)1C( ریدر معادله بز ینقاط کنترل تیو موقع )φ (چشیپ هیزاو، )RA(مقطع 

 انسیوار زیاستفاده شد. از آنال )SD( اریو انحراف مع )iC( ینناهمگ سیالمان محدود، از اند زیآنال جیکرنش از نتا ینمحاسبه ناهمگ یگرفته شدند. برا

کرنش در روش  ینناهمگ نییتع یبرا ارینشان داد که انحراف مع جیکرنش استفاده شد. نتا ینناهمگ یاضیر یمهم و مدلساز یپارامترها نییتع یبرا

کاهش چش و یپ هیزاو نیکاهش سطح مقطع، و تداخل ب چش،یپ هیزاو انس؛یوار زیآنال جیباشد. با استفاده از نتا یمناسب نم نهیگز یاکستروژن گرداب

 .دندیگرد نییکرنش تع ینگذار بر ناهمگریثأمهم ت اریبس یعنوان پارامترهاه سطح مقطع ب

 

 نی کرنشپاسخ، آنالیز المان محدود، ناهمگاکستروژن گردابی، روش سطح های کلیدی: واژه

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


